
 

Global Hot Spot: Capricorn New Moon of January 12/13, 2021 

Dateline Monday January 11, 2021: The New 
Moon that becomes exact at 12:01am EST on 
January 13 ignites 24 degrees of Capricorn — 
where Pluto is only one degree away. Therefore, 
this solar-solar 29.5-day cycle was always going to 
have the potential for underworld explosions, 
extremes of behavior and all kinds of mysterious-
secretive influences in keeping with the key themes 
of this distant planet discovered at 18 degrees of 
Cancer in January/February 1930 just after the 

Great Stock Market Crash of October 24 & 29, 1929 — which triggered the so-called 
Great Depression of the 1930s. 
 
While this is not the time or place to explore the 
historical links between 1929/1930 and its 
aftermath in association with the crises now 
influencing humanity and during the last few 
years, what is important is that America and the 
world have just witnessed a near catastrophe 
at the U.S. Capitol as both Houses of our 
Congress were in the midst of making the final 
confirmation of the November 3, 2020 
presidential election. We all know now about the mob that attacked the building and 
which was exhorted to do so initially by the current president of the United States on 
Wednesday January 6, but now the concern is exceedingly worrisome and real that in 
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the next week — before, during and after Joe Biden and Kamala Harris are inaugurated 
as our next president and vice-president — armed, dangerous groups will attempt to 
wreak havoc once again on Washington, D.C. and also in many state capitals 
throughout our country. 

 
It is no longer a secret who these right-wing 
people are and they are fierce in expressing 
their insurrectionist motives, and they are 
definitely not Antifa, but rather the opposite – 
and they have been growing in numbers for 
decades and only recently re-awakened by the 
rhetoric and alarming tweets and speeches of 
Donald Trump over the last four years. The 
bottom line is that in looking at the horoscope 

for the exact New Moon, as calculated for Washington, D.C.., we need to be ready for 
huge disturbances. The ancient astrological aphorism — going back to the legendary 
Hermes Trismegistus, or thrice-great Hermes, said to have been an architect of The 
Great Pyramid in Giza, as well as accomplishing a slew of other mathematically-related 
achievements — is As Above, So Below or what’s true in the Macrocosm is reflected in 
truth in the Microcosm. In translation this fundamentally means the following... 
 
During this upcoming solar-lunar dispensation — 
starting January 12/13 and continuing until the 
Aquarius New Moon of February 11 — be 
prepared to learn about or witness news reports 
of tumultuous actions, happening under legally 
dubious circumstances, as the Sun-Moon 
conjunction in Capricorn is close to Pluto while 
Mars in Taurus squares Saturn in Aquarius, the 
Sun-Moon-Pluto trio squares far-away Eris in 
Aries, and unpredictable, shocking and often revolutionary Uranus in Taurus forms a 
station on January 14 by ending its recent retrograde motion and begins the slow 
process of turning direct. 

 
While there are some favorable sky configurations at this 
New Moon — for example Jupiter-Mercury-Pallas Athena 
united within 6 degrees in Aquarius and forming a 
supportive, 60-degree alliance with Chiron in Aries, plus 
a separating, harmonious trine of 120-degrees between 
Juno (on America’s Rising Degree in Sagittarius from 
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July 4, 1776) and Chiron, and an approaching, 60-degree rapport between Mercury and 
Juno along with an approaching trine between Venus in Capricorn and Uranus in Taurus 
— there are some other discordant astro-psychic configurations that will cause stress 
rather than produce contentment. 

 
The additional tension factors include Vesta in Virgo slowing down in 
its direct motion to station and go retrograde next week and in a 
near, precise square to the U.S. natal Mars in Gemini while also 
nearly uniting with the U.S. natal Neptune in Virgo, Venus just 
separating from a square to Chiron in the sky, Jupiter approaching a 
square to Uranus in the sky, Mars in Taurus 
approaching squares to both Jupiter and Saturn 
in Aquarius and then making a conjunction with 
Uranus at 7 degrees of Taurus on the day of the 
presidential inauguration (January 20), and 

Neptune in Pisces continuing its recent slow-motion square to the 
fate-destiny oriented Mean Lunar Nodes in Gemini-Sagittarius. And, 
by the way, at the recent George Senate Runoff elections on 
January 5 and the following mob attack on the U.S. Capitol the next 
day on January 6, the potentially confusion-generating square of 
Neptune to the Mean Lunar Nodes was precise. 

While there are other provocative features of this Capricorn 
New Moon — Venus in Capricorn almost exactly opposite 
the U.S. natal Jupiter in Cancer, Ceres in mid-Pisces on the 
current Secondary Progressed U.S. Sun, Pallas Athena and 
Sedna placements, Ceres approaching a fairly rare union 
with Neptune (becoming exact at the presidential 
inauguration), Saturn and Neptune nearing an abrasive, 45-
degree link-up that is totally precise at Noon EST on January 

20, and transiting distant and slow-moving Sedna in late-Taurus closely opposing Joe 
Biden’s natal Sun-Venus conjunction in Scorpio — we 
also see that 17 degrees of Libra is rising in the New 
Moon chart and this is the natal placement of Jupiter 
for President Donald Trump, a Jupiter that 
unfortunately can be a Huge mischief-making and 
belligerent force (as Jupiter is the largest planet in our 
solar system) and not necessarily the beneficial 
vibration it should represent because the current 
president, with only one week remaining in his 4-year 
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term of office, is born on June 14, 1946 with giant Jupiter stationary and therefore 
magnifying its dynamic power, for good or ill. 
 
If warranted due to major events affecting the USA and the world in this mid- and late-
January 2021 time-period, please visit the Mark Lerner Astrology Radio AstroScope 
podcast section on our website for special audio reports along with the already-created 
71 podcasts released to the public since May 2019. 
 
Let’s all work together — no matter what individual political views we adhere to — to 
create a peaceful and calm national and international psychic atmosphere for the 
beginning of the Biden-Harris four-year cycle within the executive branch of our federal 
government on the turbulent day of January 20. 

 
We have the opportunity to join our hearts and minds to send forth 
goodwill, hopes, prayers, thoughts and affirmations that the Full 
Moon of January 28 (which also brings together the Sun and 
Jupiter in Aquarius for their annual rendezvous in the heavens, 
along with the annual Venus-Pluto conjunction in Capricorn) will 
bring about a higher-level illumination that can dissipate any 
recently accumulating hate and volatility. 
 

Keep tuned to this online channel for late-breaking astrological stories. (View astrology 
chart on the next page) 
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